Maps and Strategies
Can you and your wits alone save Zelda? This Map holds useful information to help you discover the Triforce fragments and rescue Zelda. You should only use the map and strategic tips as a last resort. If you believe in yourself and your inner strength, you will conquer Gannon and return peace to the land of Hyrule.

More winning tips for The Legend of Zelda will be included in the next Nintendo Fun Club Newsletter. If you are not already a member, join now. Send your name and address to:

Nintendo Fun Club
P.O. Box 957
Redmond, WA 98052

How to Win at The Legend of Zelda, a book that reveals top secret clues to solving the mystery of the game, will be available to Fun Club Members in the fall '87.
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HOW TO MAKE AN ADVENTURE MAP!
If you have successfully completed Levels 1 and 2 you will need to make your own Underworld maps from now on. If you noticed, there is a map and compass hidden in each labyrinth. The map will help you discover the overall shape of the labyrinth. The compass will show you where the Triforce fragment is. Don't forget to look for the secret underground passageways within the higher level labyrinths. In some cases you must find those passageways before you can proceed. Watch out for traps! Draw in each room as you go to keep track of things. You may need your map to guide a hasty retreat. The arrow indicates the entrance to the labyrinth.

LEVEL 1 EAGLE

LEVEL 2 MOON

LEVEL 3 MANJI

LEVEL 4 SNAKE

LEVEL 5 LIZARD

LEVEL 6 DRAGON

LEVEL 7 DEMON

LEVEL 8 LION

LEVEL 9 DEATH MOUNTAIN

Impa recounts Zelda's parting words...
Princess Zelda had anticipated the difficulty of finding the entrances to the level 7, 8, and 9 labyrinths. She gave the following clues to Impa who passed them on to Link:
- The mysterious sealed entrance to the level 7 labyrinth is in the brown, dead forest. Go to the fortiest west forest and do something special.
- Use the candle to burn trees and find the hidden entrance to the level 8 labyrinth. An old man who lives near the ocean can tell you which tree in the green forest covers the entrance.
- There are two rocks high on Death Mountain. They are known by the people as Spectacle Rock.
- Be patient. Use your learned skills and knowledge.
- Oh yes, some rooms in the labyrinths can be reached through underground tunnels. Those tunnels can be discovered only by moving certain blocks, but first, destroy all the enemies in the room.
- Be strong and wise. Zelda awaits your rescue.